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2. Background for the data processor agreement
1. This agreement sets out the rights and obligaCons that apply when the data processor
processes personal data on behalf of the data controller.
2. The agreement is designed for the purposes of the parCes' compliance with ArCcle 28(3)
of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April
2016 on the protecCon of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and
regarding the free movement of such data
and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation),
which sets speciﬁc requirements for the content of a data processor agreement.
3. The data processor's processing of personal data takes place with a view to fulﬁlling the
parCes' main agreement/contract.
4. The data processor agreement and the SubscripCon Agreement are interdependent and
cannot be terminated separately. However, without terminaCng the SubscripCon
Agreement, the data processor agreement may be replaced by another valid data
processor agreement.
5. This data processor agreement takes precedence over any similar provisions in other
agreements between the parCes, including in the SubscripCon Agreement.
6. There are three annexes to this agreement. The annexes funcCon as an integral part of the
data processor agreement.
7. Annex A of the data processor agreement contains further informaCon about the
processing, including the purpose and nature of the processing, the type of personal data
processed, the categories of data subjects processed and the duraCon of the processing.
8. Annex B to the data processor agreement contains the data controller's condiCons for the
data processor to make use of any data sub-processors, as well as a list of any data subprocessors that the data controller has approved.
9. Annex C of the data processor agreement contains further instrucCons on what processing
the data processor shall carry out on behalf of the data controller (the object of the
processing), which security measures must be observed as a minimum, and how the data
processor and any data sub-processors are supervised.
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10.

The data processing agreement and its annexes shall be maintained in wriCng, including
electronic copies to be kept by both parCes.

11.

This data processor agreement does not release the data processor from obligaCons
which, under the General Data ProtecCon RegulaCon or any other legislaCon, are directly
imposed on the data processor.

3. Rights and obligaEons of the data controller
1. The data controller is responsible to the outside world (including the data subject) for
ensuring that the processing of personal data takes place within the framework of the
General Data ProtecCon RegulaCon and the Danish Data ProtecCon Act.
2. The data controller therefore has both the right and the obligaCon to make decisions
about the purposes for which processing may be carried out and which aids may be used.
3. Among other things, the data controller is responsible for ensuring that there is a legal
basis for the processing that the data processor is instructed to carry out.

4. The data processor acts on instructions
1. The data processor may only process personal data in accordance with documented
instrucCons from the data controller, unless required otherwise by EU law or the naConal
law of the Member States to which the data processor is subject. In such cases, the data
processor shall noCfy the data controller of this legal requirement before processing,
unless the legislaCon in quesCon prohibits such noCﬁcaCon for reasons of important
societal interests, cf. ArCcle 28(3) schedule a of the RegulaCon menConed in secCon 2.2.
2. The data processor shall immediately inform the data controller if, in the data processor's
opinion, an instrucCon is in breach of the General Data ProtecCon RegulaCon or data
protecCon provisions of other Union or naConal law of the Member States.

5. Confidentiality
1. The data processor shall ensure that only persons currently authorised for this have access
to personal data processed on behalf of the data controller. Access to the informaCon
must therefore be stopped immediately if the authorisaCon is revoked or expires.
2. Only persons for whom it is necessary to have access to the personal data in order to be
able to fulﬁl the data processor's obligaCons to the data controller may be authorised.
3. The data processor ensures that the persons authorised to process personal data on
behalf of the data controller have commiaed themselves to conﬁdenCality or are subject
to an appropriate statutory duty of conﬁdenCality.
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4. The data processor must, at the request of the data controller, be able to demonstrate
that the relevant employees are subject to the above-menConed duty of conﬁdenCality.

6. AuthorisaEon and access control
1. Login security: The data processor's digital survey system ("Woba") is delivered as a SaaS
pladorm and any authorised user can access it via Woba's applicaCon (for mobile, tablet
and computer) and online analysis tools. Login access to Woba is managed through
unique user rights (all users are assigned a unique login) on the data processor's pladorm,
which are assigned to the data processor's employees according to a principle of least
privilege (PoLP) for them to be able to solve their tasks. All informaCon at login is
encrypted, as are the responses when the user is logged in. The data processor bases the
user rights management on Woba on the customer's instrucCons (mailing list), which the
data controller sends to the data processor before starCng the survey. In this way, the data
processor ensures that only authorised respondents (employees) and administrators (HR/
managers) have access to the data processor's pladorm to be able to answer and see
results for the survey. The data processor uses both MFA (mulC-factor authenCcaCon) and
temporary access tokens to ensure that only authorised persons have access to the
personal informaCon processed.
2. Data security: All personal data is located on servers of the data processor's hosCng
provider, Amazon Web Services (AWS), in Frankfurt, EU. AWS is compliant with GDPR
standards, including ISO 27001 for physical safety and accessibility. AWS has more than
500 GDPR features and services that focus on technical security (such as blocking
unauthorised traﬃc – ﬁrewalls) and compliance, and AWS develops new features on an
ongoing basis. In addiCon, AWS conducts ongoing penetraCon tests to improve its security
features and processes.
Access directly to the database is only available to the data processor's CTO as well as
one trusted technical key employee, who acts as a deputy for the data processor's CTO in
the event of illness or accident.

7. Processing security
1. The data processor shall take all necessary measures in accordance with ArCcle 32 of the
General Data ProtecCon RegulaCon. It is clear that, taking into account the current level,
implementaCon costs and the nature, scope, coherence and purpose of the processing in
quesCon, as well as risks of varying probability and seriousness to the rights and freedoms
of natural persons, appropriate technical and organisaConal measures must be taken to
ensure a level of security appropriate to these risks.
2. The above obligaCon implies that the data processor must conduct a risk assessment and
then implement measures to address idenCﬁed risks.
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8. Securing data
As the data is not physically stored with the data processor but only exists on external, managed
servers, the data processor's fulﬁlment of their obligaCons regarding security in Woba is described
in the preceding provisions of this agreement. This includes storing data in Frankfurt (within the
EU and in accordance with the GDPR), encrypCng data both over network and "at rest", having
backups on external servers (also in Frankfurt) and ensuring that subcontractors comply with the
guidelines for secure disposal of obsolete hardware etc.
Access to the system is granted to the data processor's employees according to a principle of least
privilege and is thus always restricted as much as possible.
The data processor requires ISO 27001 cerCﬁcaCon of its subcontractors' handling of e.g. the data
processor's database and system hosCng, thereby ensuring proper, physical security of the data
processor's data, with access control to hosCng centres, ﬁreﬁghCng and monitoring as well as failover systems.

The data processor's employees are instructed and trained in the employment of the provisions of
this agreement and the data processor's internal guidelines in this regard. If the data processor's
guidelines are updated or expanded, the data processor's employees will be informed as soon as
possible and no later than one month thereaier. Annual refresher courses in the overall guidelines
are held for all employees, just as employees are subsequently tested in their understanding of the
guidelines.

9. Security flaws
There are internal processes for handling breaches of data security, which indicate which persons
are responsible for which tasks, including technical, communicaCve and organisaConal tasks.
Within the ﬁrst 24 hours, the main tasks are to stop the breach, to secure informaCon for
subsequent invesCgaCons, to determine the extent of the breach and to contact all aﬀected
customers and authoriCes. The data processor cooperates fully with all of the data processor's
customers and ensures that everyone has access to all informaCon necessary to comply with their
legal obligaCons in the event of a breach of data security.
The data processor's employees are responsible for reporCng any suspicion of a breach of data
security, whether this suspicion is due to contact from a customer, a supplier or own experience.
As soon as a breach is conﬁrmed, it is assessed whether the ﬂaw is sCll present (physically or
technically), and if this is the case, access via the ﬂaw is blocked immediately, ulCmately by taking
the system oﬄine unCl the ﬂaw has been removed.
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10. ViolaEon of safety regulations
The data processor prioriCses data security and compliance with the General Data ProtecCon
RegulaCon, which is why all employees are obligated, without delay, to make the data processor's
customers aware of both breaches and the risk of breaches as soon as these are idenCﬁed.
If the data processor becomes aware of breaches, the customer is immediately made aware of
this, either by contacCng the person who is engaging in inappropriate behaviour or by directly
contacCng the data processor's contact person at the customer.
In the event of an idenCﬁed breach, the data necessary for subsequent invesCgaCon of events is
secured, the breach is stopped if it remains acCve and the extent of the breach is uncovered. If
the breach of the security regulaCons has aﬀected customers, they will be informed without
undue delay and with suﬃcient speed for them to be able to comply with any legal obligaCons
regarding reporCng.

11. AnonymisaEon, pseudonymisaEon and encrypEon of personal
information
All data interacCon (data collecCon, viewing of results, etc.) between the data processor's users
and the digital pladorm is encrypted by default by the data processor's system, and all individual
responses are anonymised as a rule.
Data is retained in the system as long as the contract with the customer sCpulates that there is a
need for this. Thereaier, data will be deleted and any extracts, reports and the like generated on
the basis of this data will no longer be available.
If a survey has been set up as anonymous, the analysis tool only allows you to see results when
the data base exceeds the set, lower limit for anonymity (currently 5 responses).
All individual answers are assigned an encrypted ID number, which is why individual answers and
thus name, surname and work email are anonymous and cannot be recognised. Free-text
comments are only displayed with an indicaCon of the month of the answer, the department (if
more than 5 answers in the department) and the corresponding numerical answer (0 to 4).
Open surveys are not pseudonymised.
All data interacCon (data collecCon, result display, etc.) between the data processor's users and the
digital pladorm is encrypted by default by the data processor's system. There are a number of
security measures for this, but fundamentally all communicaCon takes place between the data
processor's individual systems and with the user over encrypted connecCons (SSL). Data is
encrypted "at rest" to prevent unwanted access in the event of a breach of database security. If
personal data is to be transmiaed digitally, this must currently be done by storing data e.g. on a USB
key and physically transferring this to us, as the data processor can thus ensure that data is not
compromised.
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12. Backup
The data processor's systems and database all have encrypted PITR backups on external servers
within the EU. Systems can be restored to any stage back in Cme without limitaCon. The
database can be restored at any Cme, 14 days back in Cme.
If the purpose of the survey is no longer valid or a user gets in touch and wants their data and
user deleted from the data processor's system, data is stored via backup for up to 30 days, if the
customer wishes to re-establish the agreement. If not, the deleCon process will be completed
automaCcally thereaier. In addiCon, the data processor is covered by Tryg's cyber insurance
("eProtect"), which helps us prevent aaacks in the form of e.g. viruses or DDoS aaacks. As part of
this insurance, the data processor has access to professional assistance 365 days a year to ward
oﬀ aaacks or get back on track quickly.

13. Rights of the data subject
1. CorrecCon of information

If the data processor receives a request (by telephone or by email to the data processor's
support department) from a registered user who suspects or has become aware that the
data processor has received wrong or false personal informaCon about them, the data
processor corrects the informaCon “without unnecessary delay” and within 48 hours at
the latest. The data processor's support team can only access an end user's account and
informaCon if the data subject has consented to granCng them access.
In the case of the data processor, “incorrect informaCon” is oien about correcCng e.g.
factual informaCon such as name, email address, department, etc., which can be corrected
directly from the data processor's content management system. Before the data processor
corrects the incorrect informaCon, the data processor must have conﬁrmaCon from the
customer's administrator (the person who passed on the incorrect informaCon) that the
correcCon is right. Here, the data processor informs the customer’s administrator about
which previously submiaed informaCon is incorrect and provides the correct information.

2. Erasure of information
The individual user who uses Woba owns all their own data uploaded to the data
processor's digital pladorm and, as a rule, is enCtled to have all informaCon about
themselves deleted without undue delay with a deletion period of 48 hours. I.e. all
information about the user (name, surname, work email, workplace and department) and
their responses to Woba's quesConnaire, as well as results, can be deleted at any Cme.
Data is deleted upon request from the database, logs, and backups, and data in physical
form is also destroyed, aier veriﬁcaCon of the enquiry (veriﬁcaCon that the enquiry
comes from the person who is requesCng that all informaCon about them is deleted). This
way,
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the data processor deletes personal data in such a way that it cannot be recovered. In
other words, the data processor deletes the registered user's personal data if: 1) It is no
longer necessary to have informaCon about the data subject for the data processor's
processing purpose. 2) The processing is based on the data subject's consent and the user
in quesCon withdraws this consent. 3) The user's data are processed in violaCon of the
General Data ProtecCon RegulaCon in any way (for more on this see WBI's data processor
agreement, clause 11). In addiCon to noCfying the enquiring user of the deleCon, the data
processor also noCﬁes the person at the customer who provided the informaCon about
the deleted user.

3. Right of access
By enquiry to support (by telephone and email), informaCon is provided on all registered
data from the data processor's systems aier veriﬁcaCon of the enquiry (veriﬁcaCon that
the enquiry comes from a person who has the right to enquire). When the user contacts
us and makes a request, they always have the right to see the personal data that the data
processor processes about them in the data processor's system, based on which the user
assesses whether the informaCon is correct, needs to be recCﬁed or erased, etc. The data
processor then sends the data subject a copy of the informaCon itself to their email
address free of charge. Before sending the email with the informaCon, the data processor
sends a security approval to the person's email address (the employee's work email,
provided to the data processor by the customer), which must be veriﬁed via the person’s
inbox before the informaCon can be received. In this way, the data processor ensures that
the informaCon is sent to the correct person. ONLY informaCon about the data subject
themself is sent as a copy.
4. Data portability
Data from the data processor's database is exported in an easy-to-read and clear CSV
format. Data that can be exported includes the users' historical answers, including an
indicaCon of the Cme they were provided, as well as the required personal informaCon that
the data processor has on the data subject (name, email, workplace and department/
team). The data subject will thus be able to easily access and control the informaCon that
the data processor has registered in the system and will also be able to easily transfer their
personal data to another IT environment.
All users of Woba have the right to receive their own personal informaCon, the answers
they have uploaded to the system, as well as analysis results which include their answers –
and may at any Cme receive these in an easy and clear format. The data processor's
procedure for receipt follows the same standard as in point 3 under right of access in this
document.
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5. Giving consent
By logging in, the terms and condiCons of the data processor are accepted and agreed to
(active position must be taken – it is not possible to log in without acceptance). By
accepCng the data processor's terms and condiCons, the individual user accepts that the
system collects, archives and uses their answers for the purpose of the survey and makes
them available to the user's employer.
6. Withdrawal of consent

Every Woba user owns all their data uploaded to the data processor's digital system.
When the user ﬁrst logs into Woba, the data processor therefore also states in its terms
and condiCons that it is possible for any user to revoke their consent. If the user contacts
us via the data processor's support department regarding the revocaCon of consent for
Woba to process their personal data, the data processor will delete their data without
undue delay and no later than 48 hours after the revocation of consent.
The data processor then sends the user a free electronic copy of the deleCon
informaCon via their email. Before sending the email with the deleCon informaCon, the
data processor sends a security approval to the person's email address (the employee's
work email, which the data processor has been provided by the customer), which must
be veriﬁed via the person’s inbox to receive the deleCon informaCon. The user must
conﬁrm via their email before the data processor starts deleCng their data.
7. Proﬁling (automaCc individual decisions)
Every user of Woba has the opportunity not to be subjected to automaCc processing of
their personal data in the data processor's analysis surveys at the workplace. If the
customer so chooses, the customer's employees have the opportunity to have an
individual proﬁling based on their answers to the survey. Proﬁling in the data processor's
systems is a mathemaCcal calculaCon based on the employee's responses. These proﬁles
(“results”) are only available to the individual respondent and thus neither the employer
nor other companies have access to these. If the customer has decided that employees
will receive their individual results, this is described in the data processor's terms and
condiCons, which the individual acCvely accepts before answering.

14. External communication connections
All communicaCon with the data processor's pladorm takes place via encrypted connecCons,
regardless of whether this concerns general use of the pladorm, synchronisaCon of code, or work
with a database.
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15. Input and output material
1. Input: Only technically and professionally knowledgeable personnel who work with data entry
in WOBA have access to input data material. The data processor secures this access through
authorised access control. In addiCon, all company computers have personal, security-approved
passwords, so the data processor ensures that employees who do not work with data entry do
not have access to the material. Input data (in the data processor's context, e.g. employee lists
and organisaConal structures sent digitally) is deleted from email and hard drive within 4 weeks
aier processing has been completed. The 4 weeks ensure that input data is available in case
errors are detected or a diﬀerent processing is required.
If input data is provided in physical form, this will also be shredded within 4 weeks aier the
processing has ended.
2. 2. Output data: Output data material (including reports, presentaCons and data extracts) is
generated digitally by the data processor's pladorm at the customer's request and can be
downloaded by the employees to whom the customer gives authorised access. All data
interacCon (data collecCon, result display, etc.) between the data processor's users and the
digital pladorm is encrypted by default by the data processor's system.
Only technically and professionally knowledgeable personnel may work with output material in
WOBA. Output generated by the selected staﬀ (e.g. penetraCon test or paper-based reports) is
deleted and/or shredded within 4 weeks when the need to use the results ceases. The data
processor has implemented clear security standards – e.g. if a WOBA employee has a folder with
customer-related reports stolen – where the customer is noCﬁed of any incidents and where these
are reported without undue delay.

16. Logging
All interacCon with the data processor's digital pladorm is logged in the data processor's
database, which means that the data processor can track the individual user's operaCons and
interacCons at any Cme. Each log contains informaCon about who did what (user, type of
applicaCon, etc.) and at what Cme the applicaCon was exercised. Each log is established via
queries to the data processor's database and stored for at least 6 months. In addiCon to the
registraCon in the database, server logs are stored on separate servers.

17. User administration
The data processor's pladorm is used by two types of users – people who provide informaCon
(employees) and people who analyse this informaCon (managers/HR and top management). A
person may well belong to both categories at the same Cme. In connecCon with the submission of
informaCon (answering the survey), the user has login access to see their own previous answers
and company totals (if the company has provided access to these).
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Persons who analyse data (managers) are assigned login access to one or more organisaConal
units (departments). At the same Cme, the user's rights are limited based on role (administrator or
manager), where the administrator has access to all informaCon and seqngs, including user lists,
but cannot correct, create or delete individual answers. A department manager has read-only
access to answers from own departments to selected surveys and can be assigned read-only rights
to all surveys in addiCon to those (though sCll only for own departments), administrator rights
(correct, create and delete) regarding employees, and administrator rights regarding
administrators or regarding the launch of surveys.
EncrypEon: All employees and managers are thus granted unique rights via an encrypted ID
number so that they only have access to answer, view, archive and delete the informaCon that is
relevant to them. All data interacCon (data collecCon, results display, etc.) between the data
processor's users and digital pladorm is encrypted by default by the data processor's system.

In other words, no employees have access to informaCon that they do not need when answering
Woba's surveys.

18. The use of data sub-processors
1. The data processor must meet the condiCons set out in ArCcle 28(2) and (4) of the
General Data ProtecCon RegulaCon to make use of another data processor (data subprocessor ).
2. Thus, the data processor may not use another data processor (data sub-processor) to fulﬁl
the data processor agreement without prior speciﬁc or general wriaen approval from the
data controller, which, however, cannot be denied unless the data processor has serious
and factual objecCons to it. By signing this data processor agreement, the data controller
gives their wriaen consent that the data processor may use the data sub-processors listed
in Annex 2.2 to this data processor agreement.
3. In the event of general wriaen approval, the data processor must noCfy the data
controller of any planned changes regarding the addiCon or replacement of other data
processors and thereby give the data controller the opportunity to object to such changes,
cf. Annex B.
4. When the data processor has the data controller's consent to use a data sub-processor,
the data processor ensures that the same data protecCon obligaCons as those sCpulated
in this data processor agreement are imposed on the data sub-processes, through a
contract or other legal document in accordance with EU law or the naConal law of the
Member States, in parCcular providing the necessary guarantees that
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the data sub-processor will implement the appropriate technical and organisaConal
measures in such a way that the processing meets the requirements of the General Data
ProtecCon Regulation.
5. If the data sub-processor does not fulﬁl its data protecCon obligaCons, the data processor
remains fully liable to the data controller for the fulﬁlment of the data sub-processor's
obligaCons
6. The data controller's detailed condiCons for the data processor's use of data subprocessors are set out in Annex B to this agreement.

19. Transfer of informaEon to third countries or internaEonal organisaEons
1. The data processor may only process personal data in accordance with documented
instrucCons from the data controller, including with regard to the transfer (transfer,
disclosure and internal use) of personal data to third countries or internaConal
organisaCons, unless required otherwise by EU or naConal law to which the data
processor is subject. In such cases, the data processor shall noCfy the data controller of
this legal requirement before processing, unless the legislaCon in quesCon prohibits such
noCﬁcaCon for reasons of important societal interests, cf. ArCcle 28(3), schedule a.
2. Without the data controller's instrucCons or approval, the data processor may – within
the framework of the data processor agreement – therefore not e.g.:
a. disclose the personal data to a data controller in a third country or in an
internaConal organisaCon,
b. leave the processing of personal data to a sub-processor in a third country,
c. have the data processed in another division of the data processor which is located
in a third country.

20. Assistance to the data controller
1. Taking into account the nature of the processing, the data processor shall assist the data
controller as best possible using appropriate technical and organisaConal measures in
fulﬁlling the data controller's obligaCon to respond to requests for the exercise of data
subjects' rights as set out in Chapter 3 of the General Data ProtecCon RegulaCon. This
means that the data processor must, to the extent possible, assist the data controller in
ensuring compliance with:
a. the duty to provide informaCon when collecCng personal data from the data
subject
b. the duty to provide informaCon if personal data has not been collected from the
data subject
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c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

the data subject's right of access
the right to rectification
the right to erasure ('the right to be forgotten')
the right to restrict processing
the duty to noCfy in connecCon with the correcCon or deleCon of personal data
or restricCon of processing

h. the right to data portability
i. the right to object
j. the right to object to the results of automated individual decision-making,
including proﬁling.
2. The data processor shall assist the data controller in ensuring compliance with the data
controller's obligaCons under ArCcles 32 to 36 of the General Data ProtecCon RegulaCon,
taking into account the nature of the processing and the informaCon available to the data
processor, cf. ArCcle 28(3), schedule f.
This means that, taking into account the nature of the processing, the data processor must
assist the data controller in complying with:
a. the obligaCon to take appropriate technical and organisaConal measures to
ensure a level of safety appropriate to the risks associated with the processing;
b. the obligaCon to report breaches of personal data security to the supervisory
authority (The Danish Data ProtecCon Agency) without undue delay and, if
possible, no later than 72 hours aier the data controller has become aware of the
breach, unless it is unlikely that the breach of personal data security poses a risk
to natural persons' rights or freedoms.
c. the obligaCon to communicate the personal data breach to the data subject
without undue delay when the personal data breach is likely to result in a high risk
to the rights and freedoms of natural persons;
d. the obligaCon to carry out an impact assessment on data protecCon if a type of
processing is likely to involve a high risk to the rights and freedoms of natural
persons;
e. the obligaCon to consult the supervisory authority (The Danish Data ProtecCon
Agency) before processing, provided that an impact assessment concerning data
protecCon shows that the processing will lead to a high risk in the absence of
measures taken by the data controller to limit the risk;

21. NoEﬁcaEon of breach of personal data security
1. The data processor shall inform the data controller without undue delay aier becoming
aware that there has been a breach of personal data security involving data held by the
data processor or a data sub-processor.
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The data processor's noCﬁcaCon to the data controller must, if possible, take place no
later than 24 hours aier the data processor becomes aware of the breach so that the data
controller has the opportunity to comply with any obligaCon to report the breach to the
supervisory authority within 72 hours.
2. In accordance with clause 9.2(b) of this Agreement, the data controller shall – taking into
account the nature of the processing and the informaCon available for it – assist the data
controller in noCfying the supervisory authority of the breach. This may mean that the
data processor must help to provide the following informaCon required by ArCcle 33(3) of
the GDPR to be speciﬁed in the data controller’s noCﬁcaCon to the supervisory authority:
a. The nature of the breach of personal data security including, if possible, the
categories and approximate number of data subjects impacted, as well as the
categories and approximate numbers of personal data records concerned;
b. Likely consequences of the breach of personal data security
c. Measures taken or proposed to be taken to deal with the breach of personal data
security, including, where appropriate, measures to limit its potenCal harmful
eﬀects

22. DeleEon and return of information
1. Upon terminaCon of the processing services, the data processor is obligated, at the
discreCon of the data controller, to delete or return all personal data to the data
controller, as well as to delete exisCng copies, unless EU law or naConal law prescribes the
storage of personal data. For further speciﬁcaCon of this point see Annex C, C.3.

23. Supervision and auditing
1. The data processor shall make available to the data controller all informaCon necessary to
demonstrate the data processor's compliance with this agreement and shall enable and
contribute to audits, including inspecCons, carried out by the data controller or another
auditor authorised by the data controller.

2. The data processor is obligated to give authoriCes who, under applicable legislaCon, have
access to the data controller's and data processor's faciliCes, or representaCves acCng on
behalf of said authority, access to the data processor's physical faciliCes against proper
idenCﬁcaCon.
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24. Entry into force and termination
1. This agreement is considered to have been entered into and signed at the same Cme as
the SubscripCon Agreement and enters into force at the same Cme and terminates at the
same Cme as the SubscripCon Agreement.
2. This agreement may need to be renegoCated by both parCes if changes in the law or
inconveniences in the agreement or changes in the SubscripCon Agreement give rise to
this.
3. TerminaCon of the data processor agreement can take place in accordance with the
terminaCon terms, incl. noCce of terminaCon, that apply for the SubscripCon Agreement,
and the data processor agreement is to be considered automaCcally terminated at the
same Cme as the terminaCon of the SubscripCon Agreement
4. The agreement shall remain in force for as long as the processing conCnues. Regardless of
the terminaCon of the SubscripCon Agreement and/or the data processor agreement, the
data processor agreement will remain in force unCl the end of the processing and the
deleCon of the informaCon by the data processor and any data sub-processors.

25. Contact persons/contact points at the data controller and the data
processor
1. The parCes can contact each other via the contact persons speciﬁed in the SubscripCon
Agreement
.
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Annex A InformaEon on the processing
The purpose of the data processor's processing of personal data on behalf of the data controller:
The primary purpose of the processing is to map the working environment of the data controller
and the well-being of the data controller's employees/users. Thus, data, including processing, is to
be used to prevent physical and mental work-related injuries as a result of the work environment
and to promote the well-being of employees.

What the data processor's processing of personal data on behalf of the data controller primarily
concerns:
The processing is done automaCcally by Woba – including the app and dashboard – which
automaCcally generates analyses based on the responses that the data controllers' employees/
users report in the app.

The processing includes the following types of personal informaEon about the data subjects:
Name, email address and unit in the organisaCon (e.g. department, team or area). These three
types of informaCon are standard and a prerequisite for data controllers to use Woba. No
informaCon beyond the above is requested by the data processor.

Which categories of data subjects the processing includes:
The data subjects are employees who work at the data controllers' company and who have
entered into an agreement with the data processor, WOBA ApS. The term "employees" refers to
both non-managerial and managerial staﬀ.

The data processor's processing of personal data on behalf of the data controller may
commence a\er the entry into force of this agreement. The processing has the following
duraEon:
UnCl the purpose of the processing ceases, cf. the secCon 'Rights to Data' in the 'SubscripCon
Agreement', or unCl the data controller wants the processing to cease, whichever comes ﬁrst.

Annex B

CondiEons for the data processor's use of data sub-processors
and list of approved data sub-processors
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1.

Terms for the data processor's use of any data sub-processors The data processor has the
data controller's general approval to make use of data sub-processors. However, the data
processor shall noCfy the data controller of any planned changes regarding the addiCon or
replacement of other data processors and thereby give the data controller the opportunity to
object to such changes. Such noCﬁcaCon must be received by the data controller at least 1
month before the applicaCon or change is to take eﬀect. If the data controller has objecCons
to the changes, the data controller must noCfy the data processor within 2 weeks of
receiving the noCﬁcaCon. The data controller can only object if the data controller has
reasonable, concrete grounds for this.

2.
Approved data sub-processors
Upon the entry into force of the data processor agreement, the data controller has approved the
use of the following data sub-processors:
Name

Address

DescripEon of processing

Aiven Oy

Helsinki,
Finland

Aiven hosts the data processor's database.
The company is Finnish, and the data is
located on a server at UpCloud, another
Finnish company, and is physically
located in Frankfurt, Germany.

Heroku
(
a
salesfor
c
e
compan
y)

The Landmark
@ 1 Market
St. Suite 300
San Francisco,
CA 94105,
USA

Heroku hosts the actual systems (which
process data). The company is American,
but data is in “Region: EU” in Frankfurt,
Germany. Heroku is hosted by Amazon
Web Services on EU-central-1 and is
subject to EU law.
No data is passed through Heroku, and
reference can be made to Salesforces'
statement on mechanisms covering
Schrems II: haps://www.salesforce.com/content/dam/web/en_us/
www/documents/legal/Agreements/
EU-Data-Trans- fer-Mechanisms-FAQ.pdf

Postmark
(a Wildbit
company)

2400 Market
Street, No. 200,
Suite 235B,
Philadelphia, PA
19103, USA

Postmark is used as an email service to
send out emails with invitaCons to sign up
or log in to Woba. Postmark does not store
a full address book, but acts as a relay. Re.
Postmark's handling of Schrems II, please
see
https://postmarkapp.com/blog/postmarksresponse-to-the-schrems-ii-judgmentprivacy-shield-invalidation

Google

1600
Amphitheatre Parkway,

The data processor uses Gmail for support
or other communicaCon
via email. Data is physically located in
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Mountain
View, CA
94043, USA

EU – haps://www.google.com/about/
data-centers/inside/locations/index.html.
Gmail is not used by the solution itself.

Amazon
Web Services
(AWS)

Seaale, Washington, USA

AWS stores the data processor files (icons
and PDFs) on a server at eu-central-1,
which is physically located in Frankfurt in
Germany and is subject to EU law. No
personally identifiable data is stored with
AWS.

Upon the entry into force of the data processor agreement, the data controller has speciﬁcally
approved the use of the above-menConed data sub-processors for precisely the processing
described above. The data processor may not – without the data controller's speciﬁc and wriaen
approval – use the individual data sub-processor for “other” processing than agreed or let another
data sub-processor carry out the described processing.
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Annex C InstrucEons for processing personal information
1.
The object of the processing
The data processor’s processing of personal data on behalf of the data controller shall take place
as follows:
Data is analysed and processed automaCcally by Woba as well as manually by internal employees
permanently employed by WOBA. For manual processing, only Excel is used.
2.
Processing security
The level of security must reflect:
That this concerns collecCon of personal data of a non-sensiCve nature. As described above, the
data processor collects email, name and unit in the organisaCon (e.g. department, team or area)
from the data controllers' employees/users as a prerequisite for being able to use the data
processor's pladorm, Woba. However, as a data processor, the data processor is enCtled and
obligated to establish the necessary and appropriate organisaConal and technical security
measures regarding the data collected.
Reference is also made to the data processor agreement's clauses 5–17.
3.
Storage period/deletion routine
The personal informaCon, including raw data, is stored with the data processor for up to 5 years
aier the collaboraCon with the data controller has ceased, unless the data controller requests
that the informaCon be deleted or returned. This is done because the data processor (WOBA) uses
raw data for research and development purposes.
4.
LocaEon of processing
The processing of the personal data covered by the agreement may not take place at locaCons
other than the following without the data controller's prior wriaen consent :
Langebrogade 4, DK-1411 Copenhagen (address of the processer, WOBA ApS).
In addiCon, by signing this agreement, permission is granted for the above-menConed data subprocessors to store data at the listed addresses.
5.

Detailed procedures for the data controller’s supervision of the processing carried out by
the data processor
Any expenses of the data controller in connecCon with a physical inspecCon are borne by the data
controller. However, the data processor is obligated to set aside the resources (mainly the Cme)
necessary for the data controller to carry out their inspecCon.
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